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Youth, Inequality and Social Change in the Global South (Perspectives on Children and Young People, 6)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers international and interdisciplinary work on youth studies from the Global South, exploring issues such as continuity and change in youth transitions from education to work; contemporary debates on the impact of mobility, marginalization and violence on young lives; how digital technologies shape youth experiences; and...


		

Recent Advances in Gas Separation by Microporous Ceramic Membranes (Membrane Science and Technology)Elsevier Limited, 2000
Hardbound. This book is dedicated to the rapidly growing field of microporous ceramic membranes with separating layers of pore diameter less than 2nm.   The chapters of this book bring forward a wide range of issues, namely fundamentals of complex sorption and transport processes in micropore structures, highly innovative methods of preparation of...

		

Enterprise Interoperability V: Shaping Enterprise Interoperability in the Future Internet (Proceedings of the I-ESA Conferences)Springer, 2012

	Within a scenario of globalised markets, where the capacity to efficiently cooperate with other firms starts to become essential in order to remain in the market in an economically, socially and environmentally cost-effective manner, it can be seen how the most innovative enterprises are beginning to redesign their business model to become...






		

Beyond E-Business: Towards networked structuresRoutledge, 2015

	In Beyond E-Business: Towards Networked Structures Paul Grefen returns with his tried and tested BOAT framework for e-business, now fully expanded and updated with the very latest overview of digitally connected business; from business models, organization structures and architecture, to information technology.
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The Modern C++ Challenge: Become an expert programmer by solving real-world problemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your C++ programming skills by solving real-world programming problems covered in the book

	
		Key Features

		
			Solve a variety of real-world programming and logic problems by leveraging the power of C++17
	
			Test your skills in using language features, algorithms, data...




		

The Vaal Uprising of 1984 and the Struggle for Freedom in South AfricaJames Currey, 2021

	On 3 September 1984 a bloody uprising set the African townships of the Vaal Triangle aflame. Triggered by dissatisfaction over rent increases and a local government that was failing to provide any meaningful political power or social transformation to the black majority, it heralded the insurrectionary period that was to profoundly...






		

AI Game Engine ProgrammingCharles River, 2008

	The book is divided into a few major areas: theory and background, major genre divisions, AI techniques with code, and AI engine development concerns. Readers of the book should note that there might be some confusion if read from start to finish, since the genre chapters make mention of some of the AI techniques discussed later in the book....


		

Fundamentals of OOP and Data Structures in JavaCambridge University Press, 2000

	This is a CS 2 book that presents classical data structures in an object-oriented programming (OOP) context using Java. This book also focuses on the basic principles of OOP and graphical user interface (GUI)-based programming – two paradigms essential for modern programming and problem solving. Our book is aimed principally at CS 2...


		

Interpreting anaphors in natural language texts (Ellis Horwood series in artificial intelligence)Halsted Press, 1987

	Perhaps the major obstacle to the development of computer programs

	capable of the sophisticated processing of natural language is the

	problem of representing and using the large and varied quantities of

	world or domain knowledge that are, in general, required. This book

	describes an attempt to circumvent this obstacle for one...





		

Neo4j in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Neo4j in Action is a comprehensive guide to Neo4j, aimed at application developers and software architects. Using hands-on examples, you'll learn to model graph domains naturally with Neo4j graph structures. The book explores the full power of native Java APIs for graph data manipulation and...



		

C: From Theory to PracticeCRC Press, 2014

	Designed for a compulsory fundamental course, C: From Theory to Practice uses a hands-on approach to teach the C programming language, using numerous examples and a clear, concise presentation. Easy to use and classroom tested, this textbook includes more than 500 exercises and examples of progressive difficulty to help students in...


		

The Basics of Chemistry (Basics of the Hard Sciences)Greenwood Press, 2003
Written for students beginning a formal study of chemistry, this volume encompasses many different topics in and approaches to introductory chemistry. Chapters are devoted to topics such as the atom, elements and the periodic table, bonding, equilibrium and kinetics, solutions, acids and bases, and chemical reactions. Several chapters discuss broad...
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